
January 30, 2009 

To whom it may concern: 

Chuo Mitsui Trust Holdings, Inc. 
(Code No.: 8309) 

 

Notice Regarding Devaluation Losses on Securities  

for the Third Quarter of Fiscal Year 2008 
 
 
 Chuo Mitsui Trust Holdings, Inc. (the “Company”) hereby announces that The Chuo Mitsui 

Trust and Banking Co., Ltd. (“CMTB”), a subsidiary of the Company, needs to recognize 

devaluation losses on securities classified as available-for-sale, of which market prices declined 

significantly and also price recovery is uncertain, for the third quarter of fiscal year 2008.  
 
Total amount of devaluation losses on securities for the third quarter of fiscal year 2008 

(Billions of yen) 

(Ａ )Total amount of devaluation losses on securities of CMTB, for the third 
quarter of fiscal year 2008 

(Difference between the accumulated amount of the second quarter and that 
of the third quarter) 

40.2 

(Ｂ)Consolidated net assets as of March 31, 2008 
 （Ａ／Ｂ×100） 

1,019.2 
3.9％ 

(Ｃ)Consolidated ordinary profits for fiscal year 2007 
  （Ａ／Ｃ×100） 

125.3 
 32.0％ 

(Ｄ)Consolidated net income for fiscal year 2007 
 （Ａ／Ｄ×100） 

71.8 
56.0％ 

Notes:  

1. Above amount of (A) is posted as ordinary cost for the third quarter of fiscal year 2008 
(JPY56.4bn for the accumulated amount of the third quarter of fiscal year 2008).  

2. Earnings forecast for fiscal year 2008 is also announced today on “Revision of 
Consolidated Earnings Forecast for Fiscal Year 2008”. 

3. Because a reversal method is used for recording devaluation losses on securities at 
quarter ends, the amount of devaluation losses on securities as of the end of fiscal year 

2008 may fluctuate. 

 
 

This press release contains forward-looking statements regarding the company’s financial condition and future

results of operations, which are based upon the company’s currently available data and certain assumptions

considered rational. Such forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions, and actual

results may materially differ from those contained in the forward-looking statements as a result of various factors.  
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